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Navigation in an unknown environment consists of multiple separable subtasks, such
as collecting information about the surroundings and navigating to the current goal.
In the case of pure visual navigation, all these subtasks need to utilize the same
vision system, and therefore a way to optimally control the direction of focus is
needed. This thesis presents a case study, where the active sensing problem of
directing the gaze of a mobile robot with three machine vision cameras is modeled as
a partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP) using a mutual information
(MI) based reward function. The key aspect of the solution is that the cameras are
dynamically used either in monocular or stereo configuration.
The algorithms are implemented on Robot Operating System (ROS) and the benefits
of using the proposed active sensing implementation over fixed stereo cameras are
demonstrated with simulations experiments. The proposed active sensing outperforms
the fixed camera solution when prior information about the environment is highly
uncertain, and performs just as good in other tested scenarios.
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Navigaatio ennalta tuntemattomassa ympäristössä koostuu useista erillisistä aliteh-
tävistä kuten informaation keräämisestä ja tämänhetkiseen kohteeseen navigoinnista.
Kun kyse on puhtaasti visuaalisesta navigoinnista, tarvitsee kaikkien alitehtävien hyö-
dyntää samaa kamerajärjestelmää, joten kamerajärjestelmän suunnan optimointi on
tarpeen. Tässä diplomityössä esitellään esimerkkitapaus, jossa kolmen mobiiliin robot-
tiin kiinnitetyn kameran suunnan aktiivinen operointiongelma mallinnetaan osittain
havaittavana Markov-päätösprosessina (POMDP), jossa käytetään keskinäisinformaa-
tioon (MI) perustuvaa palkkiota. Olennainen osa ratkaisua on, että kameroita voidaan
käyttää dynaamisesti sekä monokulaarisessa- että stereokamera-konfiguraatiossa.
Kehitetyt algoritmit implementoidaan Robot Operating System (ROS) -järjestelmälle
ja kameroiden aktiivisen operoinnin hyödyt verrattuna kiinteästi asennettuihin ste-
reokameroihin osoitetaan simulaatioilla. Kehitetty aktiivinen operointi suoriutuu
kiinteitä kameroita paremmin kun ennakkotieto ympäristöstä on hyvin epävarmaa,
ja muissa kokeilluissa tapauksissa vähintään yhtä hyvin.
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11. INTRODUCTION
In human vision, the sequential deployment of gaze in multiple directions is a vital
part of information gathering (Johnson et al. 2014). If a person is given a task to
follow a set of driving instructions, they seemingly effortlessly navigate to the desired
destination, while simultaneously observing their surrondings. The instructions could
be a sequence of landmarks, e.g. drive straight until you see a yellow house, then
turn left and continue until you reach a house with a white picket fence. Similar
approaches can be used in mobile robotics, however, there is little research done on
actively manipulating individual sensors in a vision system to optimize information
gathering.
Active sensing in general refers to seeking a policy for determining the optimal
sensor configuration at each time instance as a function of information from previous
measurements to achieve a goal (Hero and Cochran 2011). The problem can crudely
be categorized as an information-gathering problem or as a task-achievement problem
depending on whether the goal is to gather maximum amount of information or
merely the completion of a task not related to sensing itself. This thesis focuses on
the former.
Robots face uncertainty both in predicting and sensing their own state and that
of the surroundings. Regardless of whether the goal is to gather information or
achieve a task, the active sensing problem becomes a sequential decision making
problem in a stochastic environment and can therefore be modeled as a partially
observable Markov decision process (POMDP) (Kaelbling, Littman, and Cassandra
1998). The utility of actions is measured by a reward function and the robot acts so
as to maximize the expected reward. Because the state is not directly observable,
the robot’s knowledge of it is described as a probability density function (pdf) over
the state known as the belief state.
Typical information-gathering problems in robotics are exploration tasks. Controlling
the direction of sensor focus independently of the robot pose is beneficial when
navigating in unknown environments, especially on car-like robots that cannot turn on
spot, to gather information about the surroundings. Nevertheless, often only the pose
of the robot is considered, and the sensor placements are fixed. Stachniss, Grisetti,
and Burgard (2005) propose a solution for integrated simultaneous localization
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Figure 1.1 The 6 camera modes of the proposed system.
and mapping (SLAM) and exploration using a Rao-Blackwellized particle filter to
compute the expected information gain of actions. The approach can be regarded as
an approximation of a myopic POMDP.
Often the active sensing problems are modeled as task-achievement problems, where
the reward function depends only on state and actions and is therefore linear in
the belief state and can be solved using standard POMDP solvers. Such solutions
have been presented e.g. by Spaan and Lima (2009) and Spaan, Veiga, and Lima
(2014). In pure information-gathering problems it is natural to use information
theoretic rewards that are nonlinear in the belief state. For example Araya-López
et al. (2010) introduce several rewards typically used for maximizing information,
such as the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence. Other nonstandard POMDPs have
also been proposed e.g. by Krishnamurthy and Djonin (2007) and Martinez-Cantin
et al. (2009).
Lauri and Ritala (2014) recently discuss an active sensing problem, where a robot
must decide the direction of focus of its vision system while moving along a fixed
trajectory, and propose a solution via an approximate open-loop feedback control.
Raunio, Välimäki, and Ritala (2015) present a case, where a robot is set to follow a
target in an environment that contains additional moving objects. The direction of
its camerasystem is operated to maximize information about distance to target, and
about the location of the additional moving object to avoid collision.
This thesis studies a similar case as Lauri and Ritala, but instead of the trajectory
being fixed, it consists of visual landmarks at uncertain locations. The robot must
select the direction of gaze of its vision system while navigating the trajectory in
order to maximize the amount of information about the positions of the current and
next landmark in sequence. The problem is formulated as a myopic POMDP with
information-theoretic reward.
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The vision system consists of three cameras. The cameras can be in 6 discreet modes
as seen in Figure 1.1 to either maximize the field of view or to focus two or even
three cameras in the same direction. When any two cameras face the same direction,
they are used as a stereo pair to allow depth computation as opposed to a monocular
camera, where it is only possible to measure the relative angle of the landmark seen
in the image with respect to the camera. However, using the cameras in a monocular
configuration is beneficial when searching for a landmark to narrow down its possible
location, which can then be refined by using a stereo pair.
The main contribution of this thesis is to demonstrate the benefits of using the
cameras dynamically in either monocular or stereo configurations depending on the
expected information gain, as opposed to a fixed stereo configuration, where the
cameras are permanently in mode (a) of Figure 1.1. The fixed camera configuration
and the developed active sensing implementation are compared using simulation
experiments. Furthermore, the developed implementation is intended to be applied
in a real-world scenario with an actual four-wheeled mobile robot.
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 the basic principles
of Markov decision processes, partially observable Markov decision processes, and
both Kalman filters and extended Kalman filters are outlined. Chapter 3 formulates
the case problem. The solution and implementation is described in Chapter 4 and
the results of the simulation experiments are reported in Chapter 5. Chapter 6
introduces future experiments to be carried out with an actual robot and Chapter 7
concludes the thesis.
42. PRELIMINARIES
2.1 Markov decision processes
Let us consider a sequential decision making process, where s ∈ S denotes the state
of the system at any time t. At each time step the agent takes an action a ∈ A and
receives a reward R : S × A→ R, where R(s, a) is the expected reward of executing
action a in state s. T : S × A × S → [0, 1] is the state transition model, where
T (s, a, s′) = p(s′|s, a) describes the probability of ending in state s′ when taking the
action a in state s. In this model, the next state and the expected reward depend
only on the current state and the action taken, which is called the Markov property.
This type of decision processes are called Markov decision processes (MDPs) and are
presented as the tuple 〈S,A, T,R〉 (Bellman 1957; Puterman 1994; White 1993). For
now, let us assume a finite set of states and actions.
Although R(s, a) provides a measure of the immediate reward at each time step,
usually we are more interested in the amount of reward gained during the whole
decision making problem. Expected future discounted reward,
E
[
H−1∑
t=0
γtR(st, at)
]
, (2.1)
provides a trade-off between immediate and future reward, and is often used in MDP
literature. H is the possibly infinite horizon of the problem, and γ ∈ [0, 1) is a
discount factor to give less value to rewards received in the future. The aim of MDP
solving is to maximize this quantity.
A policy is a sequence of decision rules, pi = [d0, d1, . . . , dH−1], an action-selection
strategy where each decision rule is a mapping from states to actions: dt : S → A.
Finding the optimal policy for a given horizon is called solving the MDP. Since the
state and actions spaces are finite, a decision rule can be represented with a finite
length vector of size |S|, and there is a finite number of decision rules |A||S|. This
results in a large but finite number of finite horizon policies (Cassandra 1998).
If there is a different decision rule for each time step, the policy is called non-
stationary, which is often required for finite horizon problems to act optimally. The
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agent should probably act differently if it only has one decision step remaining than
when it has multiple. For this reason, it is convenient to define the problem as how
many time steps are remaining until the end of the horizon rather than what the
current time step is. In an infinite horizon problem the policy becomes stationary:
at each time step the agent has an infinite amount of decision steps remaining. As
shown by Howard (1960), for an infinite horizon problem there exists a stationary
policy pi = [d, d, d, . . . ] that is optimal for all starting states.
The utility of actions, and policies, is determined by value functions, V : S → R.
Using Bellman’s principle of optimality (Bellman 1957) and dynamic programming,
the value of starting in state s and following a policy pi when there are n steps
remaining can be calculated recursively as
V pin (s) = R(s, dn(s)) + γ
∑
s′∈S
T (s, dn(s), s
′)V pin−1(s
′), (2.2)
where the dynamic programming indice i.e. steps remaning, n, goes backwards in
time: t = 0⇔ n = H, t = H − 1⇔ n = 1, and V pi0 (s) = 0 for all states s.
The value of a stationary policy over an infinite horizon is
V pi(s) = R(s, d(s)) + γ
∑
s′∈S
T (s, d(s), s′)V pi(s′), (2.3)
and has a unique solution (Bellman 1957). Evaluating a stationary policy over a
finite horizon is an approximation of Equation 2.3 as
lim
n→∞
‖V pin (s)− V pi(s)‖ = 0, (2.4)
which is shown e.g. by Bertsekas (1995).
Dynamic programming allows for the computation of an optimal policy, where
V ∗n (s) = max
a∈A
[
R(s, a) + γ
∑
s′∈S
T (s, a, s′)V ∗n−1(s
′)
]
(2.5)
is the value of optimal policy pi∗ when starting in state s and there are n steps
remaining. The recursive computation of the optimal value function is called value
iteration, where a single computation step is referred to as the Bellman update. As
a convenience notation, we can write this with the help of Q-functions:
V ∗n (s) = max
a∈A
Qn(s, a), (2.6)
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where
Qn(s, a) = R(s, a) + γ
∑
s′∈S
T (s, a, s′)V ∗n−1(s
′), (2.7)
i.e. Qn(s, a) is the value of taking action a when there are n steps remaining and
acting optimally for the remaining n− 1 steps.
Now we can simultaneously compute the optimal policy pi∗ = [d∗H , d∗H−1, . . . , d∗0] using
d∗n(s) = arg max
a∈A
Qn(s, a). (2.8)
The optimal infinite horizon value,
V ∗(s) = max
a∈A
[
R(s, a) + γ
∑
s′∈S
T (s, a, s′)V ∗(s′)
]
, (2.9)
is proven to converge within some  of the optimal values in a finite number of
iterations (Puterman 1994).
MDPs can be solved using the value iteration introduced above, and Papadimitriou
and Tsitsiklis (1987) have analysed the complexity of solving such problems. However,
MDPs assume that the state is completely observable and known to the agent, which
is often not the case in real world applications.
2.2 Partially observable Markov decision processes
2.2.1 POMDP formulation
In case the observations about the state are imperfect and noisy, we model the
problem as a partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP) (Ross et al.
2008; Smallwood and Sondik 1973; Sondik 1978). POMDPs are formally presented as
the tuple 〈S,A, T,R, Z,O〉, where S, A, T , and R are those already defined for MDP.
Let us define Z as the set of all possible observations and O : S × A× Z → [0, 1] as
the observation function, where O(s′, a, z′) = p(z′|a, s′) is the probability of observing
z′ if action a is performed and the resulting state is s′.
Because the states are not directly observable, the agent cannot choose its actions
based on the state only. Instead it has to consider the whole history of actions and
observations ht = {a0, z1, . . . , at−1, zt}. Maintaining all this information would be
memory expensive, but the belief state
b(s) = p(st = s|ht, b0), (2.10)
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Figure 2.1 POMDP problem structure. A POMDP agent can be decomposed to a
state estimator (τ) and a policy (pi). Figure adapted from Kaelbling, Littman, and
Cassandra (1998).
where b0 is the initial belief about the starting state, is a sufficient statistic for the
history (Smallwood and Sondik 1973).
The next belief state b(s′) can be calculated from the previous belief state b(s),
previous action a, and current observation z′ using the belief update function τ(b, a, z′)
given by the Bayes’ rule
b(s′) = τ(b, a, z′)(s′)
=
1
p(z′|b, a)O(s
′, a, z′)
∑
s∈S
T (s, a, s′)b(s), (2.11)
where
p(z′|b, a) =
∑
s′∈S
O(s′, a, z′)
∑
s∈S
T (s, a, s′)b(s) (2.12)
is the prior probability of observing z′ and acts as the normalizing term. Essen-
tially, POMDPs can be decoupled into a state estimator of the form presented in
Equation 2.11 and a policy pi defining the actions, as illustrated in Figure 2.1.
As with MDPs the objective of POMDP planning is to find policies according to
which the agent should take actions. Because in a partially observable case, we do
not have access to the system states, the policy takes a more complicated form than
just a direct mapping from states to actions. Let us first consider finite horizon
policies. When an agent has one step remaining, its only option is to select an action.
With two steps remaining, it can select an action, make an observation, and based
on the observation take another action. For a finite horizon H the policy is a tree of
height H as seen in Figure 2.2. The top node of the policy tree designates the first
action, and the observation received determines the branch to follow i.e. the next
action to take. The full n-step policy tree describes the complete policy.
The value of executing a policy tree depends on the starting state s. As a tree of
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n–1 steps to go
n steps to go
2 steps to go
1 step to go
...
Figure 2.2 An n-step policy tree describes the complete policy for n steps of condi-
tional behaviour. The top node determines the first action a ∈ A, and depending on
the observation z ∈ Z the next action node is reached.
height n can be represented recursively by its subtrees of height n− 1, also the value
of a tree can be expressed recursively. Because the exact state is not known to the
agent, the value of executing a policy tree must be determined from the belief state
as the expectation over the actual states
V pin (b) =
∑
s∈S
b(s)V pin (s), (2.13)
and V pin−1(s′) is conditioned by the probability of the observation connecting the
nodes, i.e.
V pin (s) = R(s, api) + γ
∑
s′∈S
T (s, api, s
′)
∑
z′∈Z
O(s′, api, z′)b(s′)V pin−1(s
′)
= R(s, api) + γ
∑
s′∈S
T (s, api, s
′)
∑
z′∈Z
O(s′, api, z′)τ(b, api, z′)V pin−1(s
′). (2.14)
The action stated in the top node of the tree is denoted with api.
A commonly used method in deriving the optimal value function is the use of α-
vectors. Let αpi be a vector of size |S| that consists of values of the policy tree pi
for each state s, when the action stated by the top node of the policy tree is api:
αpi = [V pin (s0), V
pi
n (s1), . . . , V
pi
n (sN)]. To determine the optimal n-step value function,
the best policy tree for a given belief state is selected:
V ∗n (b) = max
α∈Λn
∑
s∈S
b(s)α(s)
= max
α∈Λn
b · α, (2.15)
where Λn is the set of all n-step α-vectors corresponding to the finite set of n-step
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Figure 2.3 The optimal n-step value function is the upper surface of the value
functions of all n-step policy trees. The PWLC property of the optimal value function
is apparent.
policy trees. The optimal action to take when there are n steps remaining is the
action associated with the best α-vector.
Equations 2.13 and 2.15 lead to an important property of the optimal n-step value
function. Each policy tree produces a value function V pin linear in b, and V ∗n is
the upper surface of this collection of functions. Therefore V ∗n is piecewise linear
and convex (PWLC) (Smallwood and Sondik 1973). This property can be clearly
illustrated for a state space of size two, as done in Figure 2.3. As the belief space
forms a simplex, b(s2) = 1− b(s1), a single number is enough to describe the whole
space. The value functions of policy trees pii, V piin , are linear in b and represented as
lines in the figure. The optimal value function V ∗n is the maximum of all V piin at each
point in the belief space, and therefore forms the upper surface of the functions.
The bound on accuracy when approximating the optimal infinite horizon value
function V ∗ with n iterations can be expressed in terms of the magnitude of the
Bellman error  = ‖Vn − Vn−1‖. When V ∗n is the optimal n-step value function, then
‖V ∗n − V ∗‖ ≤ 21−γ (Hauskrecht 2000).
2.2.2 Exact value iteration
Combining the Equations 2.13, 2.14, and 2.15, the Bellman update for POMDPs
can be done using
V ∗n (b) = max
a∈A
∑
s∈S
∑
z′∈Z
b(s)
[
R(s, a)
|Z| + γ
∑
s′∈S
T (s, a, s′)O(s′, a, z′)χn−1(τ(b, a, z′), s′)
]
,
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where χn(b, s) is the sth element of the vector χn(b) = arg maxα∈Λn b · α. The term
in brackets generates |Z| × |A| Λ-sets, each one of size |Λn−1|, defined as
Λn
a,z′
=
{
Ra
|Z| + P
a,z′ · αn−1
∣∣∣∣αn−1 ∈ Λn−1} ,
where P a,z′(s, s′) = T (s, a, s′)O(s′, a, z′) and Ra(s) = R(s, a). For the exact represen-
tation of the value function, we would need to compute
Λn =
⋃
a∈A
⊕
z′∈Z
Λn
a,z′
,
where ⊕ denotes the cross-sum between two sets, and ∪ the union of arbitrary
sets (Araya-López et al. 2010).
A policy tree for a horizon of length n contains
∑n−1
t=0 |Z|t = |Z|
n−1
|Z|−1 nodes, where
in each node there are |A| choices of actions. Therefore, the size of the set of all
possible n-step policy trees, i.e. the size |Λn|, is |A|
|Z|n−1
|Z|−1 .
As seen from Figure 2.3, all policy trees do not necessarily contribute to the optimal
value function; In this case V pi4n is dominated by other value functions in all parts of
the belief space. Often the set of all possible n-step α-vectors, and the assosiated
policy trees, can be pruned to form a parsimonious subset Λ− that represents the
same optimal value function:
V ∗n (b) = max
α∈Λn
b · α
= max
α∈Λ−n
b · α, (2.16)
thus limiting the size of Λ-sets that need to be calculated for the exact value iteration.
In a parsimonious set all α-vectors and corresponding policy trees are useful (Kael-
bling, Littman, and Cassandra 1998). Different value based POMDP methods differ
in the way they form the parsimonious set Λ−n . Still, exact value iteration is highly
computationally complex and infeasible for anything but small scale problems, and
further, Littman (1996) showed that identifying all useful α-vectors is an intractable
problem by its self.
2.2.3 Approximate solutions
Due to the computational complexity of an exact solution, many approximate
POMDP solutions have been developed. Hauskrecht (2000) provides a comprehensive
survey of different value function approximations. The intractability of the exact
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solutions is mainly a consequence of computing an optimal policy over the entire
belief space (Roy, Gordon, and Thrun 2005), and many approximation methods
aim to somehow compress the belief space to a discrete subset of belief points.
These methods are called point-based approximations and rely on point-based value
iteration (PBVI).
Point-based methods have largely contributed to the recent progress in solving
POMDPs and the original PBVI algorithm (Pineau, Gordon, and Thrun 2003)
has later been refined (Pineau, Gordon, and Thrun 2006), and other point-based
algorithms such as Perseus (Spaan and Vlassis 2005) and SARSOP (Kurniawati,
Hsu, and Lee 2008) have been developed.
A typical point-based algorithm, at each iteration n until convergence:
1. selects a new set of belief points Bn based on Bn−1 and the current approxima-
tion Vn−1,
2. performs a Bellman update at each belief point b ∈ Bn resulting in one α-vector
per point,
3. prunes points whose α-vectors are dominated or considered negligible.
The different algorithms differ mainly in how new belief points are selected and how
the update is performed. Shani, Pineau, and Kaplow (2013) have done a large survey
of point-based POMDP solvers and their differences.
Suboptimal myopic policies are also widely used due to the intractability of an
optimal solution (Ji, Parr, and Carin 2007; Kreucher, Hero, and Kastella 2005;
Stachniss, Grisetti, and Burgard 2005). In a myopic policy, only the immediate
reward for taking an action is considered i.e. the optimization horizon H = 1. Using
myopic policies can, however, be a very poor approximation. In active sensing
objects can reside in sensor range only for a brief moment if e.g. the environment
is non-stationary or the objects get occluded behind obstacles. Therefore acting
greedily and selecting actions that maximize only the immediate reward can perform
poorly over time.
2.2.4 Extension to belief dependent rewards
POMDPs can be reformulated as a MDP over the belief space, 〈B,A,Γ, ρ〉, where
B = Π(S) is the belief space (the set of probability distributions over S), and Γ is
the belief transition model defined as
Γ(b, a, b′) = p(b′|b, a) =
∑
z′∈Z
p(b′|b, a, z′)p(z′|b, a), (2.17)
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where
p(b′|b, a, z′) =
1 if τ(b, a, z′) = b′0 otherwise. (2.18)
With this reformulation, a number of results for MDPs can be extended to POMDPs,
such as the existence of a deterministic optimal policy (Araya-López et al. 2010).
However, even if the POMDP has a finite state space, the belief MDP is defined over
a continuous i.e. infinite belief space, which complicates the solving compared to a
discrete state MDP.
The objective of this belief-MDP is to find a policy that maps belief states b ∈ B
to actions; pi : B → A, so as to maximize the expected discounted future reward,
E
[∑H−1
t=0 γ
tρ(bt, at)
]
, where γ is the discount factor, H the possibly infinite time
horizon, and ρ(bt, at) the reward function defining the immediate reward for executing
action at in belief state bt.
The Bellman update over a continuous space can be written
V ∗n (b) = max
a∈A
ρ(b, a) + γ ∫
b′∈B
Γ(b, a, b′)V ∗n−1(b
′)db′

= max
a∈A
[
ρ(b, a) + γ
∑
z′∈Z
p(z′|b, a)V ∗n−1(τ(b, a, z′))
]
, (2.19)
where for all b ∈ B, V0(b) = 0.
In a standard POMDP formulation the reward function ρ(b, a) would be defined as
the expected reward of the underlying MDP,
∑
s∈S b(s)R(s, a). With this definition,
and using Equation 2.12, Equation 2.19 could be written as
V ∗n (b) = max
a∈A
∑
s∈S
b(s)
[
R(s, a) + γ
∑
s′∈S
T (s, a, s′)
∑
z′∈Z
O(s′, a, z′)τ(b, a, z′)V ∗n−1(s
′)
]
,
which is consistent with the value function presented in Equations 2.13 and 2.14.
However, when the objective of POMDP planning is to maximize the quality of
information, which is often the case in active sensing, sensor selection, and surveillance
problems, information theoretic rewards that depend directly on the belief, and not on
the underlying state provide a natural measure of the utility of actions. Araya-López
et al. (2010) present several such rewards, i.e. the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence,
and Kreucher, Hero, and Kastella (2005) compare the performance differences of
using either information theoretic or state dependend rewards in sensor management.
The problem with information theoretic rewards is, that the value function is no
longer guaranteed to remain PWLC. As most available standard POMDP solvers
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exploit the PWLC property of the value function, this makes the solving more
difficult. However, Araya-López et al. (2010) show that if ρ(b, a) is convex, the value
function is convex. Further, if ρ(b, a) is PWLC and V0(b) = 0, then V ∗n is PWLC.
If ρ(b, a) is not PWLC they propose approximating it with a PWLC function, and
show that the algorithms used to solve the problem converge to the optimal value
function.
Other solutions for belief dependent rewards are e.g. Spaan, Veiga, and Lima’s (2014)
IR-POMDP that averts the problem by introducing specific information actions to
the decision space and keeping the reward function linear in the belief state. Krish-
namurthy and Djonin (2007) apply structured threshold policies and use stochastic
approximation algorithms to calculate the best policy, whereas Chong, Kreucher,
and Hero (2008) present a Monte-Carlo approximation method for POMDPs that
does not rely on the PWLC property.
The problem introduced by the use of information theoretic rewards can also be
averted by using myopic policies—with the cost of being suboptimal. In myopic
solutions no value iteration is performed, and therefore the PWLC property of the
value function is irrelevant. Myopic policies are widely used in sensor management,
even though they have limitations as explained at the end of Section 2.2.3.
2.2.5 Extension to continuous state and observation spaces
Although navigation is fundamentally a continuous problem, the majority of POMDP
research, as well as most of the algorithms and solutions introduced in the previous
sections, have focused on discrete problems. For a continuous state space the belief
update function presented in Equation 2.11 is of form
τ(b, a, z′)(s′) =
1
p(z′|b, a)O(s
′, a, z′)
∫
s∈S
T (s, a, s′)b(s)ds, (2.20)
where
p(z′|b, a) =
∫
s′∈S
O(s′, a, z′)
∫
s∈S
T (s, a, s′)b(s)ds ds′. (2.21)
For a continuous state POMDP, the corresponding belief space is the infinite-
dimensional functional space defined by the set of pdfs over the state space. This
added complexity is one of the reasons why POMDP research has focused on the
discrete-state case (Porta et al. 2006).
To apply discrete POMDP algorithms to problems with continuous states and
observations, a common approach is to discretize the state and observation spaces.
This can lead to poor performance if the discretization is not fine enough, whereas
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fine discretization causes computability issues. Since the dimensionality of the belief
space equals the number of states, computational cost increases exponentially for
high-dimensional spaces.
Porta et al. (2006) and Thrun (2000) have proposed using particle filters to overcome
the curse of dimensionality. Instead of dividing the state and observation spaces
to a discrete grid, the beliefs are represented as a set of particles, which are then
propagated with Monte-carlo methods. The complexity still depends on the number
of particles chosen.
Parametric POMDPs provide another possible solution. The belief space is defined
to be the parametric space of a selected function and has a fixed dimensionality
equal to the number of sufficient statistics. This requires the assumption that belief
propagation changes only the parameters assosiated with the chosen function, and
does not change the functional form itself. Compared to methods based on discretizing
the state space, the dimensionality of the belief space is reduced dramatically. With
a suitable selection of the parametric form, the belief update of Equation 2.20 can
be solved efficiently in closed form without iterating over the state space.
Gaussian distributions are often used in robotic localization problems and e.g. Brooks
(2007), Lauri and Ritala (2014), and van den Berg, Patil, and Alterovitz (2012)
propose parametric POMDP solutions based on Gaussians. If the initial belief is
Gaussian and the system and observation dynamics are linear, the belief remains
Gaussian. However, Gaussian distributions pose some limitations such as the inability
to represent multi-modal beliefs. Moreover, van den Berg, Patil, and Alterovitz’s
solution does not work in domains with abrupt boundaries in sensing, e.g. inside or
outside the field of view of a camera.
Porta et al. (2006) proposes a solution that handles also multi-modal beliefs by
using Gaussian mixture models (GMMs). In addition to parametric representation
of beliefs, the solution is extended to continuous actions and observations by using
sampling.
2.2.6 Online vs. oﬄine methods
In the methods described in the above sections, the policy is constructed oﬄine
before the execution. Oﬄine algorithms have to calculate a policy defining which
action to take in any single belief state, and thus calculating the complete policy
takes a considerable amount of time for larger problems. Online algorithms on the
other hand try to find an optimal policy for the current belief state only. Instead of
backwards iteration, online planners use forward search from the current belief to a
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Oﬄine Approaches
Online Approaches
Policy Construction Policy Execution
Small policy construction step between policy execution steps
Figure 2.4 Comparison between oﬄine and online POMDP approaches. Figure
adapted from Ross et al. (2008).
specified depth. The advantage is that only beliefs reachable from the current belief
have to be considered.
Since online planning is done at every step, there is no need to calculate the full
optimal α-vector, only the maximal value for the current belief state. The policy
construction and execution are interleaved as shown in Figure 2.4. Overall the policy
construction and execution time is shorter for online approaches (Koenig 2001).
Ross et al. (2008) provide an excellent review of online methods. For typical online
algorithm, at each timestep a single policy tree is constructed for the current belief
state, where the possible sequences of actions and observations define the branches.
The value of the current belief is then estimated by propagating value estimates back
from the branches to their ancestors. An approximate value function computed oﬄine
can be used to estimate long-term value. After the planning phase, the execution
phase executes the best action found for the current belief, after which the policy
tree and belief is updated according to the observation received.
Often full-width computation that takes all possible actions and observations into
account is used. The branching factor for full-width computation is |Z| × |A|. This
can be effective for small POMDPs, but if the action and observation spaces are
large, full computation can take too long to be calculated online with any real-time
constraints. Branch-and-Bound pruning can be used to stop expansion of sub-optimal
branches. By keeping lower and upper bounds of a value function calculated oﬄine,
sub-optimal branches of the policy tree can be pruned so that they are never expanded
and the branching factor is reduced.
Monte-Carlo sampling is another method that can be used to lower complexity when
there is a large observation space. Instead of expanding the tree fully over a large
set of observations, it is possible to sample a subset of the observations and consider
only beliefs reached by these sampled observations. Silver and Veness (2010) have
taken this further, and present an algorithm where Monte-Carlo methods are used
both for belief representation and online planning.
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2.3 Kalman filter
Since we consider parametric representation for the belief using Gaussian distributions,
a solution for the belief propagation is provided. Kalman filtering equations (Kalman
1960) are the closed form solution to linear Gaussian Bayesian filtering problems.
In this case, the purpose of Bayesian filtering is to calculate the marginal posterior
distribution bt = p(st|ht) of the state st at each time step t given the history up to
that time. As stated in Section 2.2.1, the history consists of previous actions and
measurements, ht = {a0, z1, . . . , at−1, zt}.
The Bayesian filtering equations are a set of recursive equations that start with the
prior distribution b0 = p(s0). The predictive distribution at time t can be calculated
with the Chapman–Kolmogorov equation
p(st|z1:t−1, a0:t−1) =
∫
st−1∈S
p(st|st−1)p(st−1|z1:t−1, a0:t−1)dst−1. (2.22)
Given the measurement zt, the posterior distribution can be calculated with Bayes’
rule
p(st|z1:t, a0:t−1) = 1
c
p(zt|st, a0:t−1)p(st|z1:t−1, a0:t−1), (2.23)
where the normalization constant c is given by
c =
∫
st∈S
p(zt|st, a0:t−1)p(st|z1:t−1, a0:t−1)dst. (2.24)
This is of the same form as the belief update function in Equation 2.20.
Let us define the linear Gaussian dynamic and measurement models as
st = Ft−1st−1 + qt−1, (2.25a)
zt = Mtst + wt, (2.25b)
where qt−1 ∼ N (0, Q) is the process noise, and wt ∼ N (0,W ) is the measurement
noise, the matrix Ft−1 is the state transition matrix, and Mt the measurement model
matrix. Ft−1 and Mt may depend on the action at−1.
The Bayesian filtering equations (2.22, 2.23) for model 2.25ab can be solved in closed
form, so that they remain Gaussian. The resulting distributions are:
p(st|z1:t−1, a0:t−1) = N (µ+t ,Σ+t ), (2.26a)
p(st|z1:t, a0:t−1) = N (µt,Σt). (2.26b)
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The mean and covariance for the Gaussian distribution in Equation 2.26a are given
by the Kalman filter prediction step:
µ+t = At−1µt−1, (2.27a)
Σ+t = At−1Σt−1A
>
t−1 +Q, (2.27b)
and the ones in Equation 2.26b by the Kalman filter update step:
dt = zt −Htµ+t ) (2.28a)
Et = HtΣ
+
t H
>
t +W (2.28b)
Kt = Σ
+
t H
>
t E
−1
t (2.28c)
µt = µ
+
t +Ktdt (2.28d)
Σt = Σ
+
t −KtEtK>t , (2.28e)
The recursion is started with the prior information of state s0 ∼ N (µ0,Σ0).
Proof of Bayesian filtering and Kalman filter equations is bypassed and is presented
e.g. by Särkkä (2013, pp. 56–58). However, the original Kalman filter can only
handle linear models.
2.4 Extended Kalman filter
The extended Kalman filter (EKF) is an extension of the linear Kalman filter, and is
based on the linearization of the dynamic and measurement function to the expected
state. The general non-linear dynamic and measurement models, not limited to
additional noise, can be written as
st = f(st−1, at−1, qt−1), (2.29a)
zt = m(st, at−1, wt), (2.29b)
where qt−1 ∼ N (0, Q) is the process noise, and wt ∼ N (0,W ) is the measurement
noise, at−1 is the action taken at time step t− 1, f(·) is the dynamic model function,
and m(·) is the measurement model function.
EKF is based on Taylor series approximation of the non-linearities. For first order
approximation, the EKF prediction step becomes:
µ+t = f(µt−1, at−1, 0) (2.30a)
Σ+t = FsΣt−1F
>
s + FqQF
>
q , (2.30b)
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where Fs and Fq are Jacobians of the dynamic model function f , with respect to
state and noise respectfully, evaluated at µt−1.
The corresponding update step is:
dt = zt −m(µi+t , at−1, 0) (2.31a)
Et = MsΣ
i+
t M
>
s +MwWM
>
w (2.31b)
Kt = Σ
i+
t M
>
s E
−1
t (2.31c)
µit = µ
i+
t +Ktdt (2.31d)
Σit = Σ
i+
t −KtEtK>t , (2.31e)
where Ms and Mw are Jacobians of the measurement model function m, with respect
to state and noise respectfully, evaluated at µ+t . Proof is omitted and can be found
in Särkkä (2013, pp. 69–72).
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3. PROBLEM FORMULATION
3.1 Case description
A four-wheeled mobile robot has three machine vision cameras mounted on it. The
direction of gaze of each camera can be controlled independently of the robot pose.
The robot has to select the direction of gaze of its vision system while following a
given sequence of landmarks. The a priori information of each landmark position is
a highly uncertain multivariate Gaussian distribution. From navigational point of
view, the most important things to consider are 1) to which landmark is the robot
heading at the moment, and 2) to which landmark should it head next.
To form accurate enough landmark position estimates for navigation, the task is
formulated as an information-gathering problem. The problem can be divided into
two separate subtasks: 1) maximizing information about the position of the current
target landmark in sequence, and 2) maximizing information about the position
of the next target landmark in sequence. The robot moves at a constant velocity
and both subtasks are solved to maximize the probability that the robot actually
visits all of the landmarks. When the robot believes it is close enough to the current
landmark, it starts navigating to the next.
The three cameras on the robot can be utilized in the following configuration: (see
Figure 1.1) (a) all cameras face forward, (b) left and middle cameras face forward
while the right camera faces right, (c) right and middle cameras face forward while
the left camera faces left, (d) left and middle cameras face left while the right camera
faces forward, (e) right and middle cameras face right while the left camera faces
forward, or (f) all cameras face different directions. When any two cameras face the
same direction, they are used as a stereo pair.
3.2 Dynamics and observation models
The robot’s state srt at time instant t is given by its location xt, yt, and its heading
θt. The robot is controlled by its translational velocity vt, and its rotational velocity
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srt
srt+1
[∆x,∆y]>
∆θ
Figure 3.1 Illustration of robot movement between time instances t and t+ 1.
ωt. The robot’s relative movement between time instances t and t+ 1, as depicted in
Figure 3.1, is calculated from the control signals as follows∆x∆y
∆θ
 =
 vt∆t cos(ωt∆t)−vt∆t sin(ωt∆t)
ωt∆t
 . (3.1)
The control is affected by additive Gaussian noise, so that the joint probability
density function (pdf) of ut = [vt, ωt]> is N (uˆt, Q), where uˆt are the desired control
inputs and Q = diag(σ2v , σ2ω) is the noise covariance. The control at each time step is
presented in Section 3.4.
The N stationary landmarks are positioned at locations li = {lxi , lyi }Ni=1 and the
system state is defined as the coordinates of each landmark in the robot’s coordinate
frame, st = [l1t , l2t , . . . , lNt ]>. The landmark are fully distinguishable, but the sizes of
the landmarks are unknown. The transition model lit+1 = f(lit, ut) for each landmark
can be written as
lit+1 =
[
cos(∆θ) sin(∆θ)
− sin(∆θ) cos(∆θ)
]
lit −
[
∆x
∆y
]
. (3.2)
rmax
β
Figure 3.2 Illustration of the camera cone of observation C(at, α, rmax) for a single
camera. The action at affects the gaze direction i.e. orientation of the camera.
The robot can observe landmarks that reside inside an area visible to the cameras
VA(Cj=1:3). The visible area is determined by the cameras’ cone of observations
Cj(at, β, rmax)j=1:3 which are defined by the action at ∈ A, view angle β, and
maximum range rmax. The cone of observation of a camera can be seen in Figure 3.2
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Figure 3.3 Illustration of the area from which we get measurements (gray) in one
of the camera modes. The left and middle cameras are operated as a stereo pair i.e.
we get measurements only from the area visible to both cameras, whereas the right
camera is operated in monocular mode.
and the formation of the visible area in Figure 3.3. The action space A is the six
camera modes presented in Figure 1.1, and the current action determines which
cameras are operated in stereo and which in monocular mode.
In stereo mode the observation consists of the measured landmark coordinates lit and
the measurement model zt = mstereo(lit) + wstereot can be written
zt = l
i
t + w
stereo
t , (3.3)
where wstereot is Gaussian noise with zero mean and covariance W stereo = diag(σ2x, σ2y).
The measured landmark coordinates are calculated via linear triangulation from the
coordinates of the landmark in the camera coordinate frames (Hartley and Zisserman
2004, pp. 310–313), but only the x and y -coordinates are taken into account in
the robot coordinate frame, and the z-coordinate of the landmark is ignored. The
projection matrices for all the cameras in all different camera modes are calculated a
priori and are known.
In monocular mode only the angle δ of the landmark relative to the robot’s coordinate
frame can be measured and the measurement model zt = mmono(lit) + wmonot is
zt = δt + w
mono
t = arctan
(
li,yt
li,xt
)
+ wmonot , (3.4)
where wmonot is Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance Wmono = σ2δ . The
measured angle is the arctangent of the deviance of the landmark’s x-coordinate
from the center of the camera coordinate frame divided by the focal length of the
camera. The structure of the measurement system in question, and the forming of
the output measurement are more thoroughly explained by Välimäki (2015).
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3.3 State estimation
The state space is continuous and unbound, which results in an infinite-dimensional
belief space if defined as a pdf over the state space. Instead, we use a parametric
representation of the belief space and assume that the belief can be approximated as
a Gaussian distribution. This way, the belief propagation can be done directly in the
low-dimensional parametric space.
We apply an EKF, as presented in Section 2.4, to track the robot’s belief about
the landmark locations, Lit|i=1:N , which are assumed to be independent random
variables. Given the previous belief Lit−1 ∼ bit−1 = N (µit−1,Σit−1), at each timestep
we first calculate the prediction on the following time step Li+t ∼ bi+t = N (µi+t ,Σi+t )
according to
µi+t = f(µ
i
t−1, uˆt−1) (3.5a)
Σi+t = FsΣ
i
t−1F
>
s + FqQF
>
q , (3.5b)
where Fs and Fq are Jacobians of the transition function f with respect to state and
control noise respectfully, evaluated at (µit−1, uˆt−1):
Fs =
df(li, u)
dli
∣∣∣∣
li=µit−1,u=uˆt−1
=
[
cos(ω∆t) sin(ω∆t)
− sin(ω∆t) cos(ω∆t)
]∣∣∣∣∣
li=µit−1,u=uˆt−1
Fq =
df(li, u)
du
∣∣∣∣
li=µit−1,u=uˆt−1
=
[
−∆t cos(ω∆t) ∆t(v∆t sin(ω∆t)− lxi sin(ω∆t) + lyi cos(ω∆t))
∆t sin(ω∆t) ∆t(v∆t cos(ω∆t)− lxi cos(ω∆t)− lyi sin(ω∆t))
]∣∣∣∣∣
li=µit−1,u=uˆt−1
Every time a measurement is received, the posterior Lit|at−1 ∼ bit = N (µit,Σit) is
calculated according to
dt = zt −m(µi+t ) (3.6a)
Et = MsΣ
i+
t M
>
s +W (3.6b)
Kt = Σ
i+
t M
>
s E
−1
t (3.6c)
µit = µ
i+
t +Ktdt (3.6d)
Σit = Σ
i+
t −KtEtK>t . (3.6e)
Depending which measurement is received, the appropriate measurement function
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Desired path
Cross track error
lit
li+1tsrt
Figure 3.4 Illustration of cross track error. Cross track error is the perpendicular
distance of the robot from the desired path. The bigger the cross track error, the more
aggressively the robot is steered towards the desired path.
mstereo or mmono is used, and Ms is the Jacobian of the measurement function with
respect to state:
Ms =
I if stereo measurement[ −lyi
lxi
2+lyi
2
lxi
lxi
2+lyi
2
]
if monocular measurement,
where I is the identity matrix.
The state development in the prediction step is independent of the action, whereas
the update step represents the belief update function τ(b, a, z′).
3.4 Robot control
As mentioned above in Section 3.2, the robot is controlled by its translational velocity
vt, and its rotational velocity ωt. To keep the focus of this thesis on the optimization
of the gaze direction of the camera system, we use only a simple control scheme for
the robot: The robot is set to move forward with a constant translational velocity,
vt = v, until it believes to be close enough to the last landmark in sequence.
The rotational velocity for each time step, ωt, is calculated with a discrete time
proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller of the form
ωt = Kpet +Ki
t∑
i=1
ei∆ti +Kd
et − et−1
∆t
, (3.7)
where Kp, Ki, and Kd are parameters of the PID controller, et is a cross track error
as illustrated in Figure 3.4, and ∆t is the time difference between two consecutive
control steps. Cross track error measures the perpendicular distance of the robot
from the desired path. In order to achieve smooth paths, the cross track error is
calculated for a point just in front of the robot.
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The desired path consists of linear line segments starting from the robot’s current
position to the mean of the pdf of the next landmark in sequence, and then going
from landmark to landmark until the end of sequence. A new path is calculated every
time a new prediction or update is available from the state estimation equations 3.5
and 3.6.
The navigation is based purely on the robot’s belief of the landmark positions with
respect to its own position, and therefore the robot might believe to have reached
the end of the sequence even if it has not observed any of the landmarks, i.e. the
robot could just navigate to the landmark locations in the initial belief. A more
rational navigation strategy could be to stop if the robot believes to have reached a
landmark, but no measurements have been obtained, to allow time to observe the
surroundings. Another possibility could be to circle the area with highest probability
of finding the landmark.
3.5 Reward function
As the task consists of gaining information about the current and next landmarks
in sequence, we need a way to measure the expected information gain. Information
theoretic quantities such as the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence (Kullback 1968)
are often used to measure the information gain between two pdfs. The expected KL
divergence can be expressed as the mutual information (MI) of the random variables.
We want to maximize the MI, I(Li+t+1, Lit+1|at), of the predicted and expected land-
mark locations, so that the total immediate reward is
ρ(bt, at) = ϑI(Li+t+1, Lit+1|at)
+ ϕI(Li+1+t+1 , Li+1t+1|at)− g(at, at−1), (3.8)
where ϑ and ϕ are weighing factors to prioritize gathering information either about
the current or about the next landmark and g(at, at−1) is a cost for changing camera
modes defined as
g(at, at−1) =
κ, at 6= at−10, at = at−1, t = 0 , (3.9)
where κ is a positive scalar constant.
MI of the predictive and expected landmark locations can be calculated as
I(Li+t+1, Lit+1|at) = EZ
[
DKL(b
i+
t+1, b
i
t+1)
]
=
∫
zt+1∈Z
DKL(b
i+
t+1, b
i
t+1)p(zt+1|at, bit)dzt+1 (3.10)
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Figure 3.5 Illustration of the Monte-Carlo sampling. The dotted ellipse represents
the 50% confidence interval of the landmark pdf, Li+t+1, from which the K samples,
denoted by circular markers, are drawn. If the kth sample lies inside the visible area,
we expect to get a measurement zkt+1.
where bit+1 depends on the observation zt+1, and p(zt+1|at, bit) is the probability that
the landmark lit+1 is visible in observation zt+1 if action at is taken in current belief bit.
DKL(·) is the KL divergence. The KL divergence between two multivariate Gaussian
distributions, x1 = N (µ1,Σ1) and x2 = N (µ2,Σ2), can be calculated as
DKL(x1, x2) =
1
2
(
(µ1 − µ2)>Σ−11 (µ1 − µ2) + tr(Σ−11 Σ2)− d+ ln
|Σ1|
|Σ2|
)
, (3.11)
where tr(·) denotes the trace operation, | · | matrix determinant, ln(·) the natural log-
arithm, and d is the dimensionality of the space where the Gaussians are defined (see
e.g. Cover and Thomas 2006).
The probability of lit+1 being visible in observation zt+1 would be difficult to calculate,
so instead we use Monte-Carlo methods and draw K samples from the probability
distribution; {zkt+1}Kk=1 ∼ p(zt+1|at, bit) = N (m(µi+t+1), Et+1). In other words, we
sample possible landmark locations from N (µi+t+1,Σi+t+1) and expect to get a measure-
ment zkt+1 from each sample that lies inside the appropriate cones of observation
Cj(at, α, rmax)j=1:3 that form the visible area. The sampling is illustrated in Fig-
ure 3.5. The camera mode at determines which cameras are used as a stereo pair,
i.e. the sample must be inside both cones of observation, and which as monocular
cameras. Now (3.10) can be approximated with
I(Li+t+1, Lit+1|at) ≈
1
K
K∑
k=1
DKL(b
i+
t+1, b
i
t+1), (3.12)
where bit+1 = τ(b
i+
t+1, at, z
k
t+1) depends on the sampled measurement zkt+1, and further
DKL(b
i+
t+1, b
i
t+1) = 0 for every k when there is no measurement expected.
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Although MI is a good measure of immediate information gain, long term performance
is better measured with the development of differential entropy. The differential
entropy h(·) for a multivariate Gaussian distribution is calculated as
h(N (µ,Σ)) = 1
2
ln(2pie)d|Σ|, (3.13)
where e is the Euler’s number and d the dimensionality of the space where the
Gaussian is defined (Cover and Thomas 2006).
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4. SOLUTION AND IMPLEMENTATION
4.1 Solving the problem
Standard POMDP solvers cannot be used for this problem since we use information
theoretic rewards. A summary of the problem defined in the previous Chapter is
provided in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Summary of selected methodology.
Aspects Methodology
Belief representation independent Gaussian distributions
Belief propagation EKF
Robot control PID control to minimize cross track error
Reward function MI approximated with Monte-Carlo methods
To avoid added complexity, myopic optimization of the gaze direction was chosen,
i.e. we act greedily. The planning is done online, so at each timestep t we solve
pi∗ = arg max
at∈A
ρ(bt, at) (4.1)
to obtain the optimal policy, which for a myopic case is the single optimal action
pi∗ = a∗t . The optimal action is executed and an observation is received.
Acting greedily may result in poorer performance if 1) the focus of attention cannot
be changed rapidly, or 2) the observed features are not stationary (Lauri and Ritala
2014). In the case covered by this thesis, the landmarks are defined to be stationary,
however, the penalty set for changing camera modes controls how rapidly the focus of
attention can be changed. In a myopic solution the utility of actions is measured only
one step ahead, i.e. the expected immediate reward for changing camera modes has
to be larger than the penalty assosiated with it, or the camera mode is not changed.
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4.2 Implementation
The algorithms described in the previous chapter were implemented on ROS (Quigley
et al. 2009) using C++ and Python. The source files comprise approximately 3300
lines of code. The implemented software can be divided into four main components
as shown in Figure 4.1: 1) perception, 2) state estimation, 3) action selection, and
4) path following.
Perception State
estimation
Action
selection
Path following
Camera feed Actions
Figure 4.1 The main components of the implemented system.
Figure 4.2 Screen capture of the visualization during simulation. Red cones denote
robot’s belief of landmark locations, with the assosiated ellipses representing 50%
confidence intervals, and the green line denotes the planned trajectory. The translucent
black cones denote the actual landmark positions, unknown to the robot.
Perception receives the image feed from the cameras, detects possible landmarks in
the images, and outputs the measurements. Quick response (QR) codes are used
as landmarks since they are easy to recognize from the images and identify. The
ROS package hector_qrcode_detection1, developed by Team Hector of Technische
Universität Darmstadt, is used to find and decode the QR codes. Some changes were
needed to adapt the package to the newer ROS version used.
State estimation implements the algorithms introduced in Section 3.3. A new
prediction is made every time a new control signal is received from the path following
module, and the state estimate is updated with every measurement received from
1http://wiki.ros.org/hector_qrcode_detection, 29th October, 2015
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Algorithm 4.1 Action selection algorithm
Require: N is the total number of landmarks, i is the current landmark in sequence,
b+ is the belief after an EKF prediction step, and a′ is the previous action
1: procedure ActionSelection(b+)
2: for each action a ∈ A do
3: if i ≤ N − 1 then
4: ρ(b, a) = ϑI(Li+, Li|a) + ϕI(Li+1+, Li+1|a)− g(a, a′)
5: else if i = N then
6: ρ(b, a) = ϑI(Li+, Li|a)− g(a, a′)
7: else
8: return do nothing
9: end if
10: end for
11: a∗ = arg maxa∈A ρ(b, a)
12: return do a∗
13: end procedure
14: function I(Li+, Li|a)
15: MI = 0
16: draw K samples from bi+
17: for each sample li+k |k=1:K do
18: if li+k ∈ VA(Cj=1:3) then
19: zk = m(li+k )
20: bi = EkfUpdate(bi+, zk) . Equation 3.6
21: end if
22: MI += DKL(bi+, bi) . Equation 3.11
23: end for
24: return MI /K
25: end function
the perception module. The state estimation module outputs the predictions to the
action selection module at a reduced rate, and calculates a new path for the path
following module with every prediction or update.
Action selection calculates the expected rewards for all of the actions and selects the
one that yields the best immediate reward. A more detailed description of the action
selection precedure is presented in Algorithm 4.1. The action selection procedure is
run every time there is a new state prediction available from the state estimation
module.
Path following receives a new path from the state estimation module with every new
estimate and calculates new control signals as stated in Section 3.4. In additions to
the motor controllers of the robot, the control signals are sent to the state estimation
module.
Furthermore, a model of the robot (seen later in Figure 6.1) was created for visu-
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alization purposes, and the program can be visualized online using rviz. A screen
capture of the visualization during one of the simulation experiments described in
the next Chapter can be seen in Figure 4.2.
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5. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
5.1 Simulation environment
The benefits of using the active sensing implementation described in the previous
sections are demonstrated with simulation experiments. A comparison is made
between the dynamic camera configuration of the active sensing and fixed front-facing
stereo cameras, i.e. the cameras are permanently in camera mode (a) of Figure 1.1.
Both methods were tested in two scenarios with different prior information. The
experiment was repeated 10 times for each method and scenario.
State
estimation
Action
selection
Path following
Simulator
Actions
Figure 5.1 The relation of the simulator to the main program components.
In addition to the main software components described in Chapter 4.2, a simulator
was developed to replace the perception module. The relation of the simulator to
the other components is visible from Figure 5.1. The simulator advances the state
according to the state transition model of Equation 3.2, and produces measurements,
according to measurement functions in Equations 3.3 and 3.4, for the state estimation
module. The measurements depend on the current action received from the action
selection module. Noise is added both to the state transition and measurements.
The sequence of landmarks in the simulation environment consisted of N = 4
landmarks. The robot moves at a constant velocity of 0.3 m/s and starts navigating
to the next landmark when it believes to be closer than 0.2 m to the current landmark
in sequence. The state estimation module outputs predictions to the action selection
module at 1 Hz rate. Different initial beliefs of the landmark positions in the two
tested scenarios with 50% confidence intervals can be seen in Figure 5.2 with the
actual landmark positions, and the initial position of the robot.
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(b) Low element of surprise
Figure 5.2 Simulation experiments both with and without using the active sensing.
The initial position of the robot is marked with the triangle. Circular markers denote
the prior of the landmarks, with the assosiated dotted ellipses representing the 50%
confidence intervals. Diamond markers denote the actual positions of the landmarks.
The dashed line is the robot trajectory when active sensing is not used and the solid
line is the robot trajectory when using the proposed active sensing.
Let us construct a notion of element of surprise, where the element of surprise
indicates the distance between the actual landmark position and the position of
the prior mean. If the distance between the two positions is large, the element of
surprise is high, and vice versa. One of the tested scenarios represents high element
of surprise, whereas the other represents low element of surprise. With this notion,
the width of the belief pdf translates to how likely a surprising position is.
The gaze direction of the cameras is 40◦ when looking left, −40◦ when looking
right, and 0◦ when facing forward. The angle of view of the cameras is β = 50◦ and
maximum range rmax = 2.5 m. The noise parameters used were σ2v = σ2ω = 0.01 m2/s2
and rad2/s2 accordingly, σ2x = 0.01 m2, σ2y = 0.02 m2, and σ2δ = 0.05 rad
2. The
weighing factors were ϑ = 0.7, ϕ = 0.3, and the penalty κ = 0.01.
The effect of the number of samples to draw for the Monte-Carlo sampling was also
tested with simulations when K ∈ {10, 50, 100, 500, 5000}. The comparison with the
fixed front facing stereo cameras was performed with K = 10.
5.2 Results
Figure 5.2 presents typical outcomes of the simulations in both tested scenarios.
In the case of Figure 5.2a the robot with fixed cameras never reaches all of the
landmarks. It fails to see the actual third landmark, with high element of surprise,
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(a) Prior distribution as depicted in Fig-
ure 5.2a.
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Figure 5.3 Time evolution of belief state entropy. Lower is better. The lines indicate
mean differential entropy over 10 experiments and the bars indicate 95% confidence
intervals.
situated to the left of its originally planned trajectory, and continues towards the
prior mean position. When the proposed active sensing is used, the robot keeps
observing its surroundings in order to minimize the uncertainty about the landmark
and upon observing the actual landmark, corrects its belief and plans a new trajectory
to follow.
To quantify the results, the differential entropy of the belief state during the experi-
ments was studied and can be seen in Figure 5.3a. Lower entropy indicates lower
uncertainty. Using the proposed active sensing, the robot visited all the landmarks
on each experiment, whereas the robot with fixed cameras never observed the third
and fourth landmarks and only navigated to the prior mean locations. This can
be verified from the development of differential entropy; after the second sharp
decline, where the robot first observes a new landmark, the differential entropy starts
increasing due to the control noise, and finally reaches a steady state when the robot
stops. With the proposed active sensing, the differential entropy keeps declining as
new landmarks are observed, and a much lower final value is reached.
If, however, the actual landmark positions are close to the prior means, i.e. element
of surprise is low, there is little difference between the performance of the proposed
active sensing and fixed cameras as seen in Figure 5.2b. From the sharp declines
of differential entropy of the belief state in Figure 5.3b, we can see that the active
sensing method intuitively observes the landmarks sooner than the method with fixed
front-facing cameras. The fixed camera method, however, reaches lower differential
entropy values after observing a landmark, because all three cameras are used as
stereo pairs, whereas the active sensing methods usually only observes the landmark
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Figure 5.4 Time evolution of belief state entropy with different sample sizes K.
Lower is better. The lines indicate mean differential entropy over 10 experiments
and the bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
with one stereo pair, and operates the third camera in a monocular mode. There is
no significant difference in the final entropy of the two methods. The fixed camera
method failed to observe the fourth landmark in one of the experiments, which
resulted in the large confidence intervals seen at the end.
The effect of the number of samples drawn for the Monte-Carlo sampling in the
reward estimation was also studied in a similar setting as that of Figure 5.2a. As can
be seen from Figure 5.4 the difference in the overall performance, if measured by the
differential entropy, is not significant. However, larger sample sizes, K > 100, tend
to prefer a camera mode where multiple cameras face toward the prior mean position
of the landmark, even when the information is highly uncertain. This resulted to
planners with larger sample sizes to observe the third landmark somewhat later than
the planners with smaller sample sizes.
This behavior is likely caused by the chosen reward function. Observing the landmark
with a pair of stereo cameras always reduces the entropy more than observing it with
a monocular camera. With large sample sizes, the area closest to the prior mean is
most densely populated, and if one or multiple stereo pairs are directed toward it,
the expected reward is at its highest. In another scenario than the one tested, this
could also potentially lead to unobserved landmarks.
Using too small a sample size, that does not sufficiently represent the pdf being
sampled, results in poor optimization of the gaze direction and erratic behavior. This
is the case with K = 10 samples, as can be seen from Figure 5.5, which compares
the time evolution of gaze direction of the three cameras during a single simulation
with sample sizes K ∈ {10, 100, 5000}. The camera mode is frequently changed with
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Figure 5.5 Time evolution of gaze direction of the three cameras during one simu-
lation with different sample sizes K.
K = 10, whereas K = 100 and K = 5000 show a more composed behavior.
Based on the simulations, using the proposed active sensing is especially beneficial
when the prior information about the landmark positions is highly uncertain and
the actual landmark positions differ from the prior means, i.e. element of surprise
is high and a surprise is likely to happen. If prior information is accurate (surprise
unlikely), or conversely the prior mean happens to be close to the actual landmark
location (low element of surprise), there is no significant difference between using
fixed front facing cameras or the dynamic active sensing solution.
This is due to fixed cameras being unable to cope with surprising landmark positions.
The robot is heading towards the prior mean position, therefore the cameras are
directed towards the prior mean. If the element of surprise is larger than the field of
view of the cameras, the landmark is unlikely to be observed. With active sensing the
observable area is larger, and landmarks with high element of surprise are observed
with greater likelihood.
Drawing K = 100 samples for the estimation of MI provided the best results, but
as the simulations were repeated only 10 times and were not extensive, no definite
conclusion about the best number of samples to use can be made.
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6. FUTURE REAL-WORLD EXPERIMENTS
Experiments done on a four wheeled mobile robot seen in Figure 6.1 have been
planned. The robot has a 3.1 GHz Intel i7 processor, 16 GB of RAM and runs
ROS on Linux. Three Point Grey Grasshopper3 USB3 machine vision cameras with
2048× 2048 resolution are mounted to the robot. In addition that the panning angle
of all the cameras can be controlled between −90◦ and 90◦, the tilt of the front
cameras can also be controlled. This, however, is not utilized in the presented case
study. A more detailed description of hardware is provided in Table 6.1.
Figure 6.1 The four wheeled mobile robot used to carry out future experiments.
along with a model created for simulation and visualization purposes.
Välimäki (2015) describes the development of the camera rig control and operation.
The results discussed therein included problems with image acquisition, frame rate,
and reduced resolution. All of these were resolved by installing an additional USB3
host controller.
Some experiments with the robot were conducted, but the dynamics model of
Equation 3.2 has proven to be too inaccurate to cope with real world situations. The
robot features soft rubber tires and the control velocities poorly translate to actual
movement velocities. As the robot currently provides no other means to track its
pose and relative movement, navigating over even short distances is problematic. An
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Table 6.1 Hardware specifications. Table adapted from Välimäki (2015).
Component Specification
Motherboard Gigabyte GA-Q87TNa
Processor Intel i7 3770Sb
RAM 16GB
Host adapter Fresco FL1100, 4 port USB 3.0 Host Controller Cardc
Camera 3 × Point Grey Grasshopper3 GS3-U3-41C6C-Cd
2048 × 2048, 90 FPS
CMOSIS CMV4000-3E5 CMOS
Lens 3 × Fujinon CF12.5HA-1e
Focal length: 12.5mm
Iris range: F1.4∼F22
Angle of view: 45◦13’ × 42◦01’
Operating system Ubuntu 14.04 LTS
ROS Indigo Igloof
a www.gigabyte.us/products/product-page.aspx?pid=4755\#ov
b ark.intel.com/products/65524
c www.ptgrey.com/usb-3-pcie-20-x1-host-adapter-card-4-port
d www.ptgrey.com/grasshopper3-41-mp-color-usb3-vision-cmosis-cmv4000-2-camera
e www.fujifilm.eu/eu/products/optical-devices/cctv-and-machine-vision/p/cf125ha-1
f wiki.ros.org/indigo
inertial measurement unit (IMU) could be utilized to measure the accelerations of
the robot chassis and therefore provide more accurate estimations of the movement
velocities and pose of the robot.
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7. CONCLUSION
This thesis studied an active sensing problem where three cameras can be operated
in six configurations, and used as either monocular cameras or stereo pairs. A robot
follows a trajectory defined as a sequence of visual landmarks at uncertain locations
and has to direct its gaze to maximize information about the landmark locations.
Parametric Gaussian representation is used for the robot’s belief about landmark
locations, which are assumed to be independent random variables. The problem was
formulated as a POMDP with a reward function based on mutual information, and
a myopic solution was provided. The algorithms were implemented on ROS using
C++ and Python.
Simulation experiments demonstrate the benefits of using the proposed active sensing
implementation over using fixed front-facing stereo pairs. The proposed active sensing
solution outperforms the fixed camera solution when prior information is highly
uncertain and the prior mean differs from the actual landmark positions. If prior
information is accurate or the prior means happen to be close to the actual landmark
positions, there is little difference between the two tested methods. There was,
however, no disadvantage in using the active sensing in any of the tests performed.
The mutual information used as the reward function was approximated using Monte-
Carlo methods, and simulation experiments were performed with multiple sample
sizes to select a suitable range. Too few samples (< 50) result in poor optimization
of gaze direction and erratic behavior, whereas with too many samples (> 500) the
exploratory benefits of active sensing are somewhat lost.
The approach used in the thesis does have several limitations. The beliefs are repre-
sented with Gaussian distributions which might not be an acceptable approximation
in some applications e.g. with multi-modal beliefs. The measurements from the cam-
eras are considered to be two-dimensional, when in fact they are three-dimensional.
In an environment where the landmarks or features that are extracted from the
images are not at a fixed height, the use of three-dimensional measurements is vital.
The landmarks are also considered to be independent random variables to simplify
the problem. This is a clear shortcoming and prevents the use of loop-closures,
which is an important method used in localization problems to minimize entropy and
improve position estimates once a known landmark is encountered again. Moreover,
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the dynamics model used was deemed to be unfit for real world application without
further development.
Future work will aim to improve the shortcomings of the current approach, e.g.
the solution will be generalized to Gaussian mixture models to handle multi-modal
beliefs, and camera cones of observation will be defined in a three dimensional space.
Applicability to real world situations can be improved by using an IMU to estimate
robot movements. We also plan to apply similar active sensing methods to a wider
range of problems in mobile robotics, such as multi-agent systems.
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